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Supplementary file 

Figure S1. Site-specific regressions. As no perimeter values were recorded for individuals <40 cm 

tall, age-height relationships were calculated for seedlings (right column), and age–basal-perimeter 
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relationships were used for saplings and trees (left column). At the RB site, no saplings and 

seedlings were sampled, at the P site, only cores at breast height were analysed. Site codes: 

LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER BANK, LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, 

M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S2. Pictures of study sites. Site codes: LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER BANK, 

LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S3. Univariate analyses of living larch saplings (40-200 cm tall) with pair-correlation function 

(g11(r)) and L-transformed Ripley’s K-function (L11(r)). Black lines are the theoretical, red lines the 

observed distribution pattern. Grey areas depict the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes calculated 

from 199 simulations (nsim), using the fifth-highest and fifth-lowest simulated value. Values above 

the envelope indicate significant clustering, values below the envelope significant segregation at 

the given scale. Site codes: LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER BANK, 

LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S4. Univariate analyses of living larch trees (≥200 cm tall) with pair-correlation function 

(g11(r)) and L-transformed Ripley’s K-function (L11(r)). Black lines are the theoretical, red lines the 

observed distribution pattern. Grey areas depict the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes calculated 

from 199 simulations (nsim), using the fifth-highest and fifth-lowest simulated value. Values above 
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the envelope indicate significant clustering, values below the envelope significant segregation at 

the given scale. Site codes: LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER BANK, 

LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S5. Univariate analyses of dead trees (LID) or stumps (Log/ID) with pair-correlation function 

(g11(r)) and L-transformed Ripley’s K-function (L11(r)). Black lines are the theoretical, red lines the 

observed distribution pattern. Grey areas depict the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes calculated 

from 199 simulations (nsim), using the fifth-highest and fifth-lowest simulated value. Values above 

the envelope indicate significant clustering, values below the envelope significant segregation at 

the given scale. Site codes: LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER BANK, 

LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S6. Bivariate analyses of trees and saplings with pair-correlation function (g12(r)) and L-

transformed Ripley’s K-function (L12(r)). Black lines are the theoretical, red lines the observed 

distribution pattern. Grey areas depict the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes calculated from 199 

simulations (nsim), using the fifth-highest and fifth-lowest simulated value. Values above the 

envelope indicate significant attraction, values below the envelope significant indicate repulsion of 

the two size classes at the given scale. Site codes: LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER 

BANK, LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S7. Bivariate analyses of dead trees (LID) or stumps (Log/ID) and saplings with pair-

correlation function (g12(r)) and L-transformed Ripley’s K-function (L12(r)). Black lines are the 

theoretical, red lines the observed distribution pattern. Grey areas depict the Monte Carlo 

simulation envelopes calculated from 199 simulations (nsim), using the fifth-highest and fifth-lowest 

simulated value. Values above the envelope indicate significant attraction, values below the 

envelope significant indicate repulsion of the two size classes at the given scale. Site codes: 

LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER BANK, LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, 

M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 
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Figure S8. Bivariate analyses of dead trees (LID) or stumps (Log/ID) and trees with pair-correlation 

function (g12(r)) and L-transformed Ripley’s K-function (L12(r)). At site LID, random labelling 

approach (rl) was used additionally. Black lines are the theoretical, red lines the observed 

distribution pattern. Grey areas depict the Monte Carlo simulation envelopes calculated from 199 

simulations (nsim), using the fifth-highest and fifth-lowest simulated value. Values above the 

envelope indicate significant attraction, values below the envelope significant indicate repulsion of 

the two size classes at the given scale. Site codes: LID=LOW INTENSITY DISTURBANCE, RB=RIVER 

BANK, LOG/ID=LOGGING/INTENSE DISTURBANCE 1&2, M=MEANDER 1&2, P=POLYGON. 

 


